Throughout this paper k will be a field and k* will denote the units of k. We will freely follow the notation and conventions of [5] .
PRELIMINARIES
Let V be a vector space over a field k and suppose T: V-+ V is linear. For A E k let V,,, 5 V be the subspace of eigenvectors belonging to A. T is diagonalizable if V = CA VC2,. Now suppose C = V is a coalgebra and T is a coalgebra map. Then E o T = E means E(C~*)) = (0) if I # 1. Assume M c C is a left (or right) coideal. Then E(M) = (0) means M = (0), so if T is diagonalizable and T(M) GM, then MC,, = (0) implies M = (0). The Hopf algebras A in this paper will have the property that T = s* is diagonalizable, where s is the antipode ofA. LEMMA 1. Let A be a coalgebra over a field k, and suppose M is a left (respectively right) A-comodule. Assume m, ,..., m, is a basis for M, and define ei;s E A by o(mi) = zj eij @ mj (respectively o(mi) = Cj mj 0 eji).
(a) deij = JJk eik @ eU and e(eii) = 8,jjix 1 < i, j < n. Now suppose M c A is a left (respectively right) coideal.
(b) Ifc(m,) = 6,,,for 1 < i < n (respectively e(mj) = SiojfOr 1 Q j < n) then mi = eiio for 1 < i < n (respectively mj = eisj for 1 Q j < n). Q.E.D.
Of central importance to the study of the Hopf algebras in this paper is the nature of certain integral combinations rj"'(p) of . . . p-', p-l, 1, p, p*,... where p E k*. Their definition can be made in a relatively simple way.
Let k be any field and fix p E k*. Let 6? be the k-algebra generated by a,, a,, b,, b, subject to the relations and a2b2=pa,b,,
b,a, =p-'b,a,.
From the equations (a, b,) a2 = a, (b,a,) and (b,a,) b, = b,(a, bJ we deduce the relations a,b,a, =p'a,b,a,, (3) and bza,b, =p-*b,a,b,.
The equations (a, b,) (I, b, = a,(b,a, b,) and (b,a,) b, a, = b, (a, b, a,) yield no new relations, so by [ 1, Theorem 1.2). We refer to a monomial described in 1.1 as irreducible. An alternating monomial is one containing no product aiaj or bibj for 1 < i, j ,< 2. Let m = ai, bi2 ... be an alternating irreducible monomial beginning with a, or a,. If ii = 2 for some j, then the subscripts starting with ii must alternate. Thus for n > 1 there are n + 1 such monomials of length n which we denote el;',..., e, , (') where ei"' (1 < i < n) is the one having left-hand most subscript 2 in position i (counting from right to left). Thus Let m = ai,biz . . . . be an alternating monomial of length n starting with a, or u2. Then (l)-(4) imply m = p'ei"' for some 0 < i < n and I E Z. Define r;"'(p) for 0 < i < n by the equation c ai,bi2 . . . . = I$i,,...,i,<Z where the left-hand sum runs over all alternating monomials of length n beginning with Q, or a*.
Observe that a,b,a, =p2a,bia, and b,a,b, =p-*b,aibz for i= 1,2.
We record some of the elementary properties of the rf")(p)'s.
(a)
For 0 < i ,< n, r!"'(p) is afinite integral combination of . . . . p-*, P -', 1, P, P2,... . More specificially r;"'(p) = CICd z, p' for some d E 2, where z, is a nonnegative integer and zd = 1. 'a,a, and b,b, =p-*b,b, derived from (5).
(a) That r;"'(p) is a finite integral combination of . . ..p-*. p-', 1, p, p* )... with non-negative coefftcients has been established. We may assume p is transcendental over the prime field of k. We may suppose n > 2.
Let m = a,, bj, -. . . be an alternating monomial such that m =pdej"). First observe that ala2 does not appear in the string ai,aiZ . . . . . For if so, the rule a2a, = p*a,a, means there is an alternating monomial m' such that m' = p*m. Likewise b,b, does not appear in bj,bj2. . . . . Thus the a,'s (if any) in ai,aiz . . . . appear in a block starting at the left of the string, and the b,'s (if any) in bj,bj, . . . . appear in a block ending at the right of the string. The proof of (a) comes down to the fact that for integers p, q, and r, the quadratic f(x) = 2x(p -x) + (2q + 1)x + r attains its maximum on any given finite set of integers exactly once. Indeed if x, < x2 are integers, then f(x,) # f(x,) since the solution x = :(2(p + q) + 1) to f'(x) = 0 is not the average of two integers. y > x. We reduce to ei"' in two operations as depicted below.
First shift the block of aI's s -y units to the right, according to (5) , and then use (1) . Thus m = p 2x(sPy)pxe~n). Clearly y > x is true for all m reducing to ej"', and y -x = e is the number of bz's in ej"'. Sincef(x) = 2x(s -y) + x = 2x(s -e -x) + x assumes its maximum once on the possible x's, (a) is proved in this case.
Case 2. y < x. We reduce to e!") I in three operations:
where t=s and U=X-y if n is even, t=s+ 1 and u=x-1 -y if n is odd. Clearly y < x holds for all m reducing to ej"', and x-y = e is the number of q's in ej"'. Thus m =p2x(f-x)pyp2uyejn). Since u does not depend on x, we see f(x)=2x(t-x)+y+2uy=2x(t-x)+(2u+ l)y= 2x(t -x) + (2u + 1)x-(2u + 1)e assumes its maximum once on the possible x's, so (a) is proved in this case. Thus if n is even r:"'(p) = Ci=, p~"~-" + xi=, P~(~-'), and if n is odd r:"'(p) = Ci=, pp2'k-" + Ciz\ P~'~-", so (c) follows.
Q.E.D.
We will show in the next section that if p is a primitive nth root of unity (n > 2) then r:'(p) = ... = rr12 (p) = 0. If n is even the proof is elementary-it is not so evident when n is odd. The proof of the theorem of this paper rests essentially on the vanishing of the rj")(p)'s for 0 < i < n -2. Proof: The coalgebra structure on C extends uniquely to a bialgebra structure on the tensor algebra T(C) of the space C, and 4 extends to a unique algebra antiendomorphism 9': T(C) + T(C) which is necessarily a coalgebra antiendomorphism as well. Let IE T(C) be the ideal generated by the elements of the form C c~,)~(cJ -s(c)1 and C cr(c(,J ccl) -s(c)1 for c E C. Since C is a subcoalgebra of T(C) it follows I is a biideal, and d(C) G C means Y(1) E I. Since C generates T(C) the quotient H,(C, ti) = T(C)/1 is a Hopf algebra with antipode S induced by .Y. Note i: C + H,(C, cl) (c tt c + I) defines a coalgebra map where i 0 CI = S 0 i. Noting that a bialgebra map of Hopf algebras is automatically a Hopf algebra map [5, Lemma 4.0.41 , the reader can easily see the mapping property holds.
The free Hopf algebra on a coalgebra antiendomorphism has been used often informally. Note cl is the antipode of H,JC, 4) on C in the sense that iocl =Soi. PROPOSITION 
(THE FREE HOPF ALGEBRA ON A COALGEBRA ENDOMORPHISM).
Let C be a coalgebra over a field k, and suppose T: C+ C is a coalgebra endomorph&n. There exists a pair (H,(C, T), i) satisfying the following properties: (1) H,(C, T) is a Hopf algebra over k with antipode S and i: C+ H,(C, T) is a coalgebra map such that i 0 T = S2 0 i, and (2) if A is a Hopf algebra over k with antipode s andf: C --) A is a coalgebra map such that f 0 T = s2 0 f, there is a unique Hopf algebra map Let k be a field and n > 1. Let C be the coalgebra over k with basis {aijll<i.j<n whose structure is determined by da, = Ck uik @ ukj. For AI ,..., A,, E k" the linear automorphism T: C + C defined by r(a,) = I,l/'uij is a coalgebra map. The presentation of H,(C, r> is rather explicit. Writing bji = :'(uij) (hence tl(bij) = tl*(uji) = r(uji) = Ajiuji, where A, = Ain,:') we see that H,(C, T) is the k-algebra on the set of symbols X= {aij, bij: 1 & i,j Q n} subject to the relations There is a great deal of formal reduncancy in these relations, and we shall exploit this. Note that the relations of 2.1(a) are formally (r. l)-(r.4), and those of 2.1(b) are formally (r.l)-(r.4) with Izi replaced by A;' for all i.
Well-order X= {a,, bij: 1 < i, j < n} by setting aij < ai,jI (and b, < birj,) if i < i', or i = i' and j < j', and set uij < bitj, for all 1 Q i, i', j, j' < n. Let (X) be the free semigroup generated by X, and let x, ,..., xs, xi ,..., xi, E X. Then XI . *** .x,<x;...+.x;, if s<s', or s=s' and x,=x; ,..., x~-~=x;-,, xi < XI for some 1 < i < s, determines a well order < on the monomials m E (X), m # 1. Let 1 be the smallest member of (X). The well-ordering < is a semigroup ordering-meaning if A, B. B', C E (X) and B < B' then ABC < AB'C.
We rewrite (r. l)-(r.4) in the form W = f (a substitution rule), where WE (X) is a monomial and f is a linear combination of monomials m < W, and also classify these relations into types. 
The first is resolvable, and the second is formally the first by 2.1. Therefore the second is also resolvable. (A rigorous justification is given at the end of the proof.)
Consider the overlap ambiguities arising from (R.l)-(R.4) with W = f of type an-b,--There are two categories.
(an-L) a_, = an@,,a-J9 W' = b,,"a-, = f 'of type bm,a-,.
(a,&,-) an-= anJbnmaA
The first of these is resolvable. The second yields the new relation (R-5) anibn-ljan-lk= djkani -aindijank-1 %ibu% l<n-I (an_b,~l~an-In)b~,=a,_b,~,_(a,-,.b_,), (8) W' = a n-,nkn=f' oftype a ,,k,.
(an-L I~an-ln--lV.n-l =an_(bn--Inan-In-lb_,-l), (9) W~=b,-,,,a,-,n-,b_,-, = f' oftwe knadn-I k,-, -(an_bn-l~an-ln)b_n-la-~-~ =a,_b,-,_(a,-,.b~.-,a_,-,),
W'=a,-,,bm,-,a_,-, =f' oftypea_,&-,a_,-,.
There are four categories of overlap ambiguities arising from (R.l)-(R.8) with W' = f' of type a,-b,_,_a, -,_.
(b,_a,_)b,-,_a,-,_=b,_(a,~b,-,_a,-,~), 
W=b_,a,,= f oftype b_,a_,.
(b ~nann--lbn-ln-l)an-l~=b_n(ann-lb,-ln-la"-,_),
W=b_,a,,,-,b,-,,-,=f oftweb_,a_,-,L,.
(a_,b_,-,a,,-,)b,-,~a,-,_=a_,b_,-,(a,,-,b,-,_a,-,_),
W=am,L,a,,-,=f oftypeam.b_,-,a_,-,.
By 2.1 we see (13) is formally (9) and (14) is formally (10). It is straightforward (but very tedious) to show that (5)- (12) are resolvable. Any other inclusion or overlap ambiguity arising from (R. l)-(R.8) is formally one of these by 2.1. Once we give a rigorous justification that the abovementioned cases are the only real ones, the proof of the proposition will be complete by [l, Theorem 1.21.
The justification involves some minor observations on the material of [ 1, Section 11. For us k is a field. Continuing the notation and terminology of this section, let 2, E k* for x E X and set x = d,x. For a monomial A = Xl * *--* x, define A = I, A, where A, = Ax1 . . . . . 2,. Observe that k(X) is also the free semigroup algebra on X. Define A ( B tf A < B. Suppose S is a reduction system for X. Define a reduction system S for X by o = (W, f) = (La, W, n,f) for u = (W, f) E S. It is easy to see that rAw,a = rAwgB, so the set of reductions for S is the set of reductions for S. Note that when we apply 2.1 we impose a different ordering on X which does not alter the form of (R. l)-(R.8). This last observation completes the proof.
Q.E.D. (d) S'(ej,"') =piej,"' for some pi E k*, so by Lemma l(c) S*(Ej;') = pi pJ: 'Eli"' for 0 < i, j Q n. Set Al"' = pi pi '. Then Aj")(Aj"))-' = pip,: *, and S'(@,"') = LinJEi$ for 0 < i < n. It is easy to see that the eigenvalues of eg', e,, ,... form the sequence 1, p, p-l, p2, pe2 ,... if n is even, and form the Thus by Corollary 2(e) to show r!")(p) = 0 we need only show u::'~ # 0, where 0 < i < n -2. Write n = 2s if n is even and n = 2s + 1 if n is odd. To compute u:,"'* we examine the computation of Ei,"'* by the reduction rules. Fix 0 < i < n -2 and symbolically write de!") = rn c a-ilbJ,a_i2
. ... @ ai,-bj,-ai,_ . ...
where the first string of blanks represents the subscripts of ej"' and the second string represents those of e, .
(n) There are two types of tensors which reduce to _ @ e:!! ,,-namely, those of the form (1) A k @ R,, where j, = . . . = j, = 1 and i, = 1 (hence i, = 2 for 1 # k), and those of the form (2) B, 0 S,, where i, = . . . = i, = 2 (=is+ , if n is odd) and j, = 2 (hence j,= 1 for l#k). Set e=ej:Iz', E=eit',, and F=er!,,. Let K-1 be the largest integer k such that the subscripts represented by the blanks of a-,,bj,.
.'. . amikbJt are all l's (if i = 0 and it is odd then K = s + 2). Since i < n -2 it follows rc > 2. For convenience define x, = 0 if n = 2s is even and K = s + 1. From 2.2-2.5 we see that uj,"L2 = ae for some a E k. We will first show that 2.6.
Case 1. 12 = 2s even. First note that 0 = C;=, (1 + p) p2'k-') = c:=, (pk-' + ppk-') pk-', so
which is the equation of 2.6. DAVID E. RADFORD Case 2. n = 2s + 1 odd. We make the observation that $, (pk-' +ppk-')pk-' +pzs=o, so from this it follows kgK (pk-' +ppk-l)pk-'+p%-(' -1"",-") for ~<K<s+ 1. To complete the proof of the proposition we need to show the expression of2.6isnot0ifx,=1-p"-'orx,=-p"-'.1fx,=1-p"-'then
If x, = -p"-' then a=-( l;fJp.-i, a= ('y",').
THE MAIN RESULT
In this section we prove that the antipode s of a certain class of cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field k has order 1, 2, or co. In the next section we show that the infinite order is realizable. Q.E.D.
The proof of the main theorem of this paper essentially reduces to the following lemma. Our formulation is a minor refinement of the basic computation of [4] . Since e(M(,)) = (0) we may assume e(mj) = 6,j for j= 1, 2. Now let {eij},~i,jG2 be defined for this basis as in Lemma l(a). By the same lemma we see mj = e,j and s2(eij) = IZ;'IZjeijfor 1 <i, j< 2. Suppose m,s(m,)=O. Then e,,s(e,,)=e,,s(e,,)=O. Let x = e,, s(e, ,). Note that s(x) = x and E(X) = 1.
We first show that x2 =x and xe,2 = 0. The calculation e,, = e,, 1 = e,,@@~l)e~l +s(e,2)e2,)=e,,s(e,,)e,, shows x2 =x, and the calculation 0 = e,,O = e,,(s(e,,) e,, + s(e,,) e22) = e,,s(e,,) e,, shows that xe,* = 0.
To compute dx observe that e,,s(e,,) = 1 -e,,s(e,,) = 1 -x, and that e2,s(e12) = s2(e21s(e12)) = s(w2s(e2d, so Ax= (ell Oell +elzOe2JW&3 s(e,,) +s(e21)@s@,2>) =e,,s(e,,)Oe,,s(e,,)+e,,~(e~,)Oe,,s(e,,) =x0x+
Therefore g = (1 + p)x -pl is grouplike. Since x2 = x we have
. Now g-' is grouplike, and distinct grouplikes are independent, so g = 1. Therefore (1 + p)x = (1 + p)l, so xe, 2 = 0 means -1 =p (~1). But then x -1 is primitive, whence -(x -1) = s(x -1) = x -1. This forces x -1 = 0, or x = 1. But this is impossible since xe12 = 0. Therefore p = 1.
The main result of this paper is the following Theorem.
THEOREM.
Let A be a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field k with antipodes. If s2 is diagonalizable and A is generated by its subcoalgebras of dimension <8, then s has order 1, 2, or 00.
Proof: Let k be an algebraic closure of k. Then A Ok k is cosemisimple, so we may assume k is algebraically closed. In this case A is generated by its simple subcoalgebras of dimension 1 or 4. Assume s has finite order. To prove the theorem it suffices to show that s2 = Z on the 4-dimensional simple subcoalgebras of A. Set T= s2. By [3, Theorem 3.31 T is an automorphism since A is cosemisimple. Let CC A be a 4-dimensional simple subcoalgebra. Then T(C) 2 C since C is simple by the same theorem. By Proposition 4(b) C has a basis {eijJlci,jc2 satisfying de, = J& eik @ ekj and T(e,) = Ai,I.i 'eij for some A,, &E k*. Set &j=&J1:' and definep=A,,. Then A,,=A22= 1 and k2, = p-l. To prove the theorem we need only show p = 1.
Assume p # 1. Then applying Lemma 3 to the right coideal ME C with basis m, = e,, and m2 = e,, it follows that e,,s(e,,) # 0. Since s has finite order, p is a primitive nth root of unity for some n > 2. Let 71 be the Hopf algebra map 7~: H,JC, r> + A(aij ++ eij, bji t--+ s(eij)) and set 8:;) = n(Ejy)). Since II is a Hopf algebra map it follows T(aiy') = lj")(kjn))-' 8:;' for 0 < i, j < n by Corollary l(d).
We will obtain the contradiction e,,s(e,,) = 0, so p = 1 after all., First of all note that e,,s(e,,) &?i,"::' = gi,, (') for 0 < i Q n -2. It suffices to show 8::) = (0) for 0 < i < n -2. For if this is the case, then e,,s(e,,)M = (0), where A4 is the span of the a!,"::"~. By Corollary l(c) M is a left coideal of A, and since s2(M) E A4 we conclude e,,s(e,,) = 0 by Lemma l(d).
Fix 0 < i < n -2. By Proposition 4(c), parts (cj and (d) of Corollary 1, it follows rq$,.*., a,!;' span a simple right coideal M. By Proposition 3, rgqp) = . . . = r(n) n-2(~) =O. Thus by Corollary l(e), ai~',...,8'~~'z span a (non-zero) subcomodule L 5 M. Hence L = A4 since M is simple. But the eigenvalue of al:' is not among those of gj,"',..., al,"',, so a!,"' = 0. Q.E.D.
By 13, Corollary 5.61 the order of the antipode of a finite-dimensional cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field is finite. COROLLARY 2. Let A be a finite-dimensional cosemisimple Hopf algebra over afield k with antipode s. Assume A is generated by its subcoalgebras of dimension <8. Proof: We may assume k is algebraically closed, in which case s* is diagonalizable.
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over a field k of characteristic 0 with antipode s. Assume A is generated by its subcoalgebras of dimension <8. Then s2 = I or s has infinite order.
AN EXAMPLE
Let k be a field having an element p E k transcendental over the prime field. Then the Hopf algebra H,(C, 7') of Corollary 1 has antipode S of infinite order, and S2 is diagonalizable. We will show that A = H,(C, T) is cosemisimple-thus all the possibilities described in the Theorem are realized.
By the matrix coalgebra M,(k) over a field k, where S is a non-void finite set, we mean the k-vector span with basis {eXY}X,Y.S with coalgebra structure determined by Aexy = C, exr @ er,, . Observe that coalgebra isomorphism.
Recall C G A is the span of the aii)s, and B = S(C) is the span of the biis, where 1 < i, j< 2. Let M c A be a subcoalgebra of the form M =
